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Sergey Yur'evich Slavyanov

Sergey Yur'evich Slavyanov is 60. He
is well known to physicists and mathematicians of Russia and other 5/6-th of
the World by his works on asymptotics of
solutions of dierential and integral equations, analytic theory of dierential equations and special functions, as well as their
applications to problems of quantum physics, theory of optical resonators and other
elds of physics. He is the author of more
than 70 scientic papers and 6 books such
as \Spheroidal and Coulomb Spheroidal
Functions" (with I.V.Komarov and L.I.Ponomarev, 1976, Moscow, \Nauka" in Russian), \Heun's Dierential Equation" (ed.
A.Ronveaux, 1995, Oxford Univ. Press),
\Asymptotic solutions of one-dimensional Schrodinger equation" (1996, Providence,
American Math. Soc.), \Special functions. A unied theory based on singularities"
(with W.Lay, 2000, Oxford Univ. Press). S.Yu.Slavyanov is one of the editors of the
journal \Theoretical and Mathematical Physics". He is widely involved in the international scientic life, collaborates with colleagues from Germany, France, UK, often
participates in international scientic conferences and seminars, participates in international scientic projects.
All his life he works in the department of Mathematical and Computational Physics
of the Physics faculty of St.Petersburg University rst as assistant, then associate and
already for many years as full professor. His sincere interest to work, support of the very
rst successes of his students and permanent readiness to advise and consult have helped
his many students to become independent and to feel taste to scientic work. Besides
this was promoted also by direct dialog with Sergey Yur'evich with cheerful aable
man fond to cooking and to treat. His vivid temper is reected also in his scientic
work, in his readiness to turn unexpectedly a theme, to write a book (on maths!), to
start a new problem and a new scientic direction. He has given back many forces
and time to development of political system of new Russia, to participation in public
life of the St.Petersburg University. We are sure that these his qualities multiplied by
serviceability and energy will result in new papers, books, friends.

